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In operation since 2000, Decitex is a manufacturer of specialist textile products for the 
professional cleaning market. Supplying a range of products, including cleaning cloths 
and flat mops, Decitex are nationally recognised for the quality of their microfibre 
products, already ranked number 2 in the area of specially targeted microfibres. With 
an ever-evolving selection of products available, Decitex keeps at their heart a passion 
for innovation, as well as a set of core values for commitment to their customers, 
communities and environment – something they have in common with SYR.

Like SYR, Decitex are committed to finding innovative solutions through research and 
development, carefully curating designs to maximise performance and continue to 
deliver the very best for their customers. This is what make them the perfect partner 
for SYR in our mission to create a safer and simplified world of cleaning, and we are 
excited to introduce SYR customers to these amazing products.
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Created through a process of splitting fibres under high pressure, microfibre 
is made up of super fine filaments with tiny gaps between the split fibres, 
allowing dirt to be trapped with the fabric to effectively remove it from surfaces. 
The quality of the microfibre ultimately determines how well it will perform 
in cleaning, which is how Decitex products, with their high density weave and 
super thin fibres, have earned their reputation for offering an exceptional 
cleaning performance. 

With a selection of flat mops available, all of these new microfibre products 
have been designed to ensure an efficient removal of dirt, dust and even 
microscopic bacteria from surfaces. Suitable for both wet mopping and dry 
dusting, many of these mops are also usable with SYR’s Flat Mop Frame and 
Interchange Handles, allowing them to seamlessly be incorporated into your 
existing cleaning system.

Also available in the new Decitex range is the Fluid II Bacteriostatic. Created 
after years of research, this versatile handle forms part of a highly effective 
spray mopping system; the lightweight handle, which has been treated with a 
specialist antimicrobial treatment to protect the internal surface, has a water 
capacity of half a litre and triple spray jets for quick and efficient cleaning. To 
use, simply fit with the Sherlock Flat Mop Frame and your choice of flat mop 
pad, such as the Ultimate Delux, a durable microfibre mop offering 2-in-1 
flatmopping and drying with excellent absorbency and soil removal.

From single-use and reusable cleaning 
cloths, to dusters and flat mops, Decitex 
are widely renowned for their high
quality microfibre products, but what
is it that makes Decitex’s microfibre
so impressive?
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Goldshield®
antimicrobial treatment 

to inhibit bacterial
contamination of

internal Fluid surfaces

Fluid II 
Bacteriostatic

Easy to fill, simply 
unlock opening and 
lock after filling.

Simple to follow float 
system to find out 
how much liquid is left 
inside Fluid II handle.

Decitex Bucketless Spray Mopping



Pads sold 
separately.
Found on 

pages
9-12.

Premium lightweight aluminium frame with movable ball 
joint for easy access under furnitures. Its patented mop 
handle to frame ball design connector allows easy hands-free 
attachment of mopheads. 40cm wide.

Breakframe, which doesn’t gather dirt nor require spare 
parts, is a wear-resistant, hygienic frame. Its magnetic locking 
system is intuitive and resistant, and ideal for intensive daily 
use. For pocket style flatmops.

Fluid II features an aluminum rod connecting the colour 
coded finger release trigger for nozzle actuation as well as 
the Goldshield® antimicrobial treatment to inhibit bacterial 
contamination of internal Fluid surfaces.

S0622000 Sherlock

S0623000 Breakframe

Sherlock Frame

Breakframe

Fluid II Bacteriostatic Waterfed Pole

Triple spray 
jets

Reduces 
water usage

Fluid II handle works
with both pocket fit 

Breakframe and hook & 
loop Sherlock frame

S0638291 Red
S0638292 Blue

S0638293 Green
S0638294 Yellow

5DecitexBucketless Spray Mopping
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Sherlock Frame

Lockable pivot for 
easier cleaning on walls 
and awkward angles

Our newest flat mopping frame features an innovative slide-across 
feature, this works in conjunction with the ball joint to provide a new level 
of ergonomics and access when dealing with hard to reach areas under 
counters, chairs and tables.

Holding the handle firmly, use the side of your foot to kick the ball joint, sliding 
it along the rail and locking it into the end of the frame.

Simple hook and look 
system to attach and 
swap pads

Sherlock frame 
can also be used 

in conjuncton 
with the Fluid II 
Bacteriostatic 

handle

Decitex Sherlock Frame



S0622000 Sherlock

Sherlock
Premium lightweight aluminium frame with 
movable ball joint for easy access under 
furnitures. Its patented mop handle to frame 
ball design connector allows easy hands-
free attachment of mopheads. 40cm wide.

S0623000 Breakframe

Watson Handle
Telescopic handle. The grip points rotate 
freely to provide incredibly easy and 
instinctive mopping motion and grip. helping 
to reduce musculoskeletal disorders (MSD).

Breakframe
Breakframe, which doesn’t gather dirt nor 
require spare parts, is a wear-resistant, 
hygienic frame. Its magnetic locking system is 
intuitive and resistant, and ideal for intensive 
daily use. For pocket style flatmops.S0621000 Watson handle

Smooth bearing 
allows for free rotation 

of grip from handle

Ergonomic and 
perforated grip for 

extended periods of use

Handle is 
extendable with a 

screw lock function

S0627000 30cm Frame

Aluminium Frame
Premium lightweight aluminium frame. 
Its patented mop handle to frame ball 
design connector allows easy hands-free 
attachment of mopheads. 30cm wide.

7DecitexWatson Handle
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Ultimate DX1 SYR Flat Mop
Ultimate Dx1 is designed to adapt to all floor 
types. Its white colour allows you to see the 
dirt after use and the result of your work. The 
scrapers enhance the mechanical effect for 
easy removal of dirt. Fits the below frame.

Ultimate Duo SYR Flat Mop
Premium microfibre mop effective on the 
roughest of non-slip flooring. High fibre density 
makes it ideal for wet-mopping, covering a 
larger area before having to change pads.
Fits the below frame.

??? Blue ??? Grey

SYR Folding Flat Mop Frame
Tough and durable flat mop frame 
to fit a range of SYR flat mops, ideal 
for mopping, dusting and drying 
tasks. Interchange-compatible, 
foldable for easy storage and 
complete with a handy foot switch, 
allowing for quick and hygiene 
removal of the used mop pad. 
40cm long.
S0620000 SYR Flat Mop frame

Heavy Duty Interchange Handle
Made from a heavy duty aluminium and available in a fully colour coded range. 137cm / 4.49ft long.

920044 Red
920045 Blue
920047 Black

920046 Green
920043 Yellow

Telescopic Interchange Handle
Lightweight and extendable from 91.4cm / 2.99ft to 182.8cm / 5.99ft. Plastic moulded hand grip. 

S0175000 Telescopic handle

Decitex SYR Flat Mop 



S0637000 Ultimate DeLux pad

Ultimate DeLux Flatmop
Premium all-in-one flatmopping and drying. Remove dirt with the 
front of the mop while the 100% microfibre rear holds it in. Flip 
over to soak up excess water. Washable up to 300 times.

9DecitexSherlock & Aluminium Frame Flat Mops

Ultimate Duo Flatmop
Premium microfibre mop effective 
on the roughest of non-slip flooring. 
High fibre density makes it ideal 
for wet-mopping, covering a larger 
area before having to change pads.

S0616291 Red
S0616292 Blue

S0616293 Green
S0616294 Yellow

Ultimate Dx1 Flatmop
Ultimate Dx1 is designed to adapt to most 
floor types. Its white colour allows you 
to see the dirt after use and the result 
of your work. The scrapers enhance the 
mechanical effect for easy removal of dirt.

S0614203 Ultimate Dx1
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Disposable Flatmop
Cost effective pads. Provides fast 
and efficient sweeping to collect 
dust and dirt. (requires Dispad, see 
adjacent.)

Dispad
The interface between frame and 
mop, creating a stable mopping 
surface. (Used in conjunction with 
Disposable pad 994551).

Disposable Dry Flatmop
Dry, non woven mops for fast and 
efficient sweeping to collect dust
and dirt.

Scrub Strip Flatmop
A powerful cleaning pad with 
scrubber strips helps to break up 
stubborn dirt. Launderable.

994551 Disposable pad X0215202 Dispad

X0216202 Disposable dry pad X0013000 Performance pad

Dust Mop Grey
Dedicated to electrostatic dry 
mopping. It is used dry and picks up 
hair, fur and other larger bits of dirt 
at the front, while the back deals 
with smaller particles.

S0628000 Dust Mop
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Short Term Damp Flatmop
Cost effective damp flat mop made 
of quality microfibre, offering 
rapid dirt and moisture pick-up. 
Complete with colour-coded tabs 
to designate cleaning areas.

Dry Dusting Flatmop
Short-term dry mop pad, made of a 
quality microfibre, ideal for dusting, 
sweeping and polishing tasks. 
Complete with colour-coded tabs 
to designate cleaning areas.

Heavy Duty Flatmop
Damp flat mop pad, made of a high 
quality microfibre. Offers an
effective pick-up of dirt and dust, 
with only minimal water usage.
Colour-coded tabs.

Microfibre Flatmop
A general use cleaning pad. 
Launderable and highly arbsorbent.

Mop & Sweep Micro K
Spazzalava Flatmop
Highly durable, made of 100% polyester 
microfibre for effective absorption of dirt, 
dust and bacteria. Capable of mopping and 
sweeping in one single step.

Scrub Microfibre Dot Flatmop
Heavy duty, made of 100% 
polyester microfibre for an 
exceptional cleaning performance. 
Suitable for cleaning non-slip, 
heavily soiled floors. 

Fringed Scrub Flatmop
A powerful scrubbing pad with a fringed 
edge for extra mopping power.

Abrasive HD Grattino Flatmop
Heavy duty, complete with tough 
scrubber strips for removing even 
ground-in dirt. Suitable for deep 
cleaning rubber floors, anti-slip 
strips, concrete and tiled floors. 

X0011000 Short term pad X0010000 Dry dusting pad

X0016000 Heavy duty pad

993103 Microfibre pad

S0524000 Micro K pad

S0522000 Dot mop pad

X0014000 Fringe pad

S0521000 Abrasive pad
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Disposable Double Pocket Flat Mop
Disposable pocket style flat mop sleeve. Highly absorbent, rapid 
response cleaning. Multi-layered, and available in colour coded 
trim to designate cleaning areas.

S0390291 Red 
S0390292 Blue
S0390202 White

S0390293 Green
S0390294 Yellow

SYR Super Drying Pocket Sleeve
Microfibre drying sleeve, with colour 
coded pockets. Launderable, and 
providing fast and effective drying of 
hard floors, eliminating the risk of slips.

X0020000 Performance pad 994168 Red
994169 Blue

994167 White

Srcub Strip Pocket Flatmop
A powerful cleaning pad with 
scrubber strips helps to break up 
stubborn dirt. Launderable.

Ultimate Duo Pocket Flatmop
Premium microfibre mop effective 
on the roughest of non-slip flooring. 
High fibre density makes it ideal 
for wet-mopping, covering a larger 
area before having to change pads.

S0617291 Red
S0617292 Blue

S0617293 Green
S0617294 Yellow

Ultimate Dx1 Pocket Flatmop
Ultimate Dx1 is designed to adapt to all 
floor types. Its white colour allows you 
to see the dirt after use and the result 
of your work. The scrapers enhance the 
mechanical effect for easy removal of dirt.

S0615203 Ultimate Dx1

Decitex Breakframe Flat Mops
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S0632000 GreyS0631291  Red
S0631292  Blue

S0631293  Green
S0631294  Yellow

MFV200 Microfibre Cloth
This microfibre cloth can be washed 300 
times. For use on windows, mirrors and 
stainless steel, 100% microfiber. just add a 
drop of water to deal with it in a single wipe, 
for unbelievable results. Measures 40x50 cm.

MF 320 Microfibre Cloth
MF 320 is only available in grey so it doesn’t 
show the dirt and remains stable for its 500-
wash life. The overcast stitching (around the 
edge) and label are indestructible and add 
colour coding. Measures 23x35 cm.

Ergoflex Dusting Tool
Once united, Ergoflex and the Sleeve, need nothing else, not even 
water. The Ergoflex when dry uses electrostatic force to attract dust 
from all hiding places. If you need to reach a higher level of dusting, 
you can easily use the Mini Telescopic Handle.

S0625000 Ergoflex
S0626000 Ergoflex sleeve
S0624000 Mini Telescopic Handle

Bendable 
alloy 
frame

DecitexSurface Cleaning



Changing the Way You Think About Cleaning.

The SYR TechTeam, comprised of skilled professionals with years of 
industry experience and a passion for advanced cleaning
practices, offers a bespoke service. Through analysing your
existing cleaning practices and producing a detailed site
survey, they will help your business identify your cleaning
needs and offer exclusive advice and recommendations.
No matter where you or your customers are in the UK,
a member of the TechTeam will arrange a suitable
time to visit – and the best part is that it is a
completely free service for all SYR customers.

Ensure
compliance

Improve
standards

Explore latest
innovation

Knowledge 
enhancement

Create bespoke 
solutions

Deliver more
for less

Independent 
assessments

Drive
sustainability

What SYR 
TechTeam offer



Changing the Way You Think About Cleaning.
Every business is different, with their own unique environments and cleaning 
challenges. With the huge amount of cleaning equipment and tools that are 

available it can be difficult to formulate an effective cleaning strategy for your team. 
Fortunately SYR has the solution.

Slip fall testing ATP testing Product training

The TechTeam will work with you and your business to create a personalised solution, suited 
to your business’ requirements and environments. Whether you want to save money without 
compromising on your cleaning performance, ensure all standards and regulations are being 

met, or make the switch to more sustainable alternatives, the TechTeam are here to help.

Done to prove reduction of 
slips, trips and falls.

This is one high tech way our 
TechTeam will help keep you and 

your customers safe.

In person and virtual group 
video calls for knowledge 

enhancement.

If you are interested in booking our TechTeam for an on-site assessment you can contact 
them via email or telephone:

uk.techteam@syrclean.com
01384 421421

Alternatively, you can find out more about our TechTeam and the support they can offer 
your business on our website at:

syrclean.com/syrtechteam

Discover how we can help your
business unlock its true potential

Need more info on the Decitex 
range. Book an evaluation today.
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